
Muonic atoms 

Spectroscopy of muonic atoms (𝜇H, 𝜇D, 𝜇He) by      
CREMA Collaboration @ PSI allows for 
unprecedentedly precise nuclear charge radius 
extractions: 

• Proton charge radius:  

Heavy muons have a better “view” on the nucleus  

Measurement of the ground state hyperfine 
splitting in 𝜇H 

• Pin down magnetic properties of the proton  

• Extract proton Zemach radius  

Theory uncertainty limited by two-photon 
exchange (TPE): 

• Muonic hydrogen: 
 

Disagreement between chiral perturbation theory 
prediction of the TPE polarizability effect and 
dispersive evaluation based on empirical proton 
structure functions 

• Further studies needed on both sides …

⟨r2⟩E = 0.84087(12)sys(23)stat(25)TPE(15)QED

RZ

EHFS = [183.810(12) − 1.2968(80) RZ + ΔEpol.
TPE] meV

New Physics 
Searches 

 Many indications for physics beyond the 
Standard Model, aka “New Physics” from 

astrophysical observations (baryon asymmetry, dark 
matter, dark energy, …) 

Lab searches for New Physics proceed along 3 frontiers:   
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McMule (Monte Carlo for Muons and other leptons) 

Low-energy precision experiments with 
leptons require a precise knowledge of the 
Standard Model background: 

• Lepton-lepton scattering @ MUonE  or PRAD 
( ) or PADME ( ) 

• Lepton-proton scattering @ P2 and PRAD ( )              
or MUSE (  and ) 

• Charged lepton flavour violating decays                      
@ MEG ( ) or Mu3e ( ) 

McMule: Monte Carlo framework for fully-
differential higher-order QED  

NNLO corrections in massive QED, e.g., for 
, , and  

simple  subtraction scheme for 
numerical phase-space integration 

some obstacles: multi-scale loop integrals, 
divergent phase-space, numerical 
instabilities, …

μe → μe
e−e− → e−e− e+e− → γγ

ep → ep
μp → μp ep → ep

μ → eγ μ → 3e

μe → μe ℓp → ℓp μ → eνν

FKSℓ

PARTICLE PHYSICS IN THE WILD WEST 
Theory Group, Laboratory for Particle Physics, Paul Scherrer Institute

The year is 2021. Particle Physics in Switzerland is entirely occupied 
by the LHC troops. Well, not entirely. The indomitable Gauls in the 
small village Villigen in Züri West still stand out …

WANTED! (DEAD OR ALIVE) 
BACHELOR, MASTER,  
AND PHD STUDENTS

Join us at PSI — the largest research 
institute for natural and engineering sciences 
in Switzerland — for low-energy particle 
physics at the precision frontier!

CONTACT: ADRIAN.SIGNER@PSI.CH

Muon anomalous magnetic moment (g-2)𝝁 

4.2𝜎 discrepancy between Standard Model (SM) 
prediction and experimental value                                      
→ New Physics or misinterpretation of the SM? 

Uncertainty of SM theory dominated by hadronic 
vacuum polarization (HVP) & light-by-light scattering 
(HLbL) 

Hadronic corrections are challenging to 
calculate because QCD is non-
perturbative at low energies 

Discrepancy between data-driven 
evaluation of HVP from 

 and lattice QCD 
prediction by BMW Collaboration 

HLbL topology notoriously difficult to calculate 

• Pseudoscalar-poles and meson-boxes make up 2/3 of HLbL 
contribution 

• Uncertainty dominated by scalar, tensor, axial-vector and short-
distance contributions

σ(e+e− → γ* → hadrons)

1 State of the art and preliminary work

The applicants of this Research Unit (RU) have been playing most visible roles in all of the
above-mentioned research directions, either by carrying out precision experiments at various
facilities worldwide (A2@MAMI, BABAR, BESIII, KLOE-2, WASA-at-COSY, ATLAS@LHC), by
providing theoretical support for these experiments, or by directly calculating the quantities of
interest as for example the hadronic LbL contribution to (g � 2)µ. For these calculations both
ab-initio methods such as lattice quantum chromodynamics (lattice QCD) or phenomenological
approaches are used. In the following we discuss in more detail the current state of research
and our contributions to the above-mentioned topics.

The current status of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, aµ = (g � 2)µ/2, is
displayed in Fig. 2 [5]. The discrepancy between the averaged experimental result and the
recommended value of the “Muon g-2 Theory Initiative” [9] amounts to 4.2 standard deviations.
The FNAL g�2 experiment will base its final result on a data set with a factor 20 higher statistics
compared to the initial publication [5]. This will yield an improvement in accuracy compared to
the BNL measurement [6] by a factor of four.

Figure 2: Status of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon after the recent FNAL measure-
ment [5]. A deviation between the experimental average and the SM value with a significance of 4.2
standard deviations is observed. The SM value is taken from the “Muon g-2 Theory Initiative” White
Paper [9]. Figure taken from [5].

The SM prediction [9], a
SM
µ = 116 591 810(43) ⇥ 10�11, receives contributions from quantum

electrodynamics (QED), weak, and strong interactions, where the QED contribution is by far the
dominating one. Due to the non-perturbative nature of strong interactions, the current precision
of a

SM
µ is however entirely dominated by hadronic effects, which are subdivided into the hadronic

vacuum polarization (HVP), as well as the hadronic light-by-light (HLbL) contributions (Fig. 3) 1

a
HVP, LO
µ + a

HVP, NLO
µ + a

HVP, NNLO
µ = 6845(40) ⇥ 10�11

, (1)

a
HLbL
µ + a

HLbL, NLO
µ = 92(18) ⇥ 10�11

. (2)

1Please note that within the "Muon g-2 Theory Initiative," when combining the HVP estimates of [17] and [18],
the uncertainty of HVP has increased compared to the individual estimates due to unresolved inconsistencies. In
the evaluation of [18] the uncertainties of HVP and HLbL were found to be of similar size .
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(g-2)𝝁  × 1014 Δ(g-2)𝝁  × 1014

Experiment 116 592 061 000 41 000

SM 116 591 810 000 43 000

QED 116 584 718 931 104

HVP 6 845 000 40 000

Electroweak 153 600 1 000

HLbL 92 000 18 000
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Figure 1: Hadronic contributions to (g�2)µ: (a) HVP, (b) HLbL. The pink blobs symbolize
hadronic intermediate states.

1 Introduction

Current Standard Model (SM) evaluations of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon,
aµ = (g�2)µ/2, differ from the value measured at the Brookhaven National Laboratory [1]

a
exp
µ = 116 592 089(63)⇥ 10�11

, (1.1)

by around 3.5�. In the near future, the new Fermilab E989 experiment [2] will be able to
reduce the experimental uncertainty by a factor 4, and the E34 experiment at J-PARC [3]
will provide an important cross check, see ref. [4] for a comparison of the experimental
methods. Therefore, the theoretical calculation of aµ needs to be improved accordingly.

The uncertainty of the SM prediction mainly stems from hadronic contributions, such
as hadronic vacuum polarization (HVP), see figure 1 (a), and HLbL scattering, see fig-
ure 1 (b). Since the HVP contribution can be systematically calculated with a data-driven
dispersive approach [5–9], lattice QCD [10–16], and potentially be accessed independently
by the proposed MUonE experiment [17, 18], which aims to measure the space-like fine-
structure constant ↵(t) in elastic electron–muon scattering, the HLbL contribution may end
up dominating the theoretical error.1

Apart from lattice QCD [27–29], recent data-driven approaches towards HLbL scat-
tering are again rooted in dispersion theory, either for the HLbL tensor [30–35], the Pauli

1Note that higher-order insertions of HVP [5, 19, 20] and HLbL [21] are already under sufficient control,
as are hadronic corrections in the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron, where recently a 2.5�

tension between the direct measurement [22] and the SM prediction [23] using the fine-structure constant
from Cs interferometry [24] emerged [25, 26].
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FIGURE 1. Contributions to the LbL amplitude: quark loop, meson exchange diagrams and pion loops.

anomalous magnetic moment [13–15].
The paper is organized as follows. First we give a

brief overview of select model approaches to hadronic
LbL. This is followed by summarizing the present status
of the quark loop calculation in the Dyson-Schwinger
approach and its role in view of a consistent, gauge-
invariant description of the LbL amplitude. Finally, we
present a general discussion of the photon four-point
function based upon constraints from Bose symmetry
and electromagnetic gauge invariance.

Model results

Fig. 1 shows the dominant diagrams that contribute to
the LbL scattering amplitude and have been investigated
in the literature: the quark loop, hadronic (pseudoscalar,
scalar, axialvector, etc.) exchange diagrams, and pseu-
doscalar loops. They have been studied in a variety of
approaches such as the extended Nambu-Jona-Lasinio
(ENJL) model [16, 17], quark models [18–21], and
hadronic models based on light meson dominance [22–
26]; for overviews we refer to Refs. [1, 9, 27–29]. Quot-
ing only ballpark numbers, the various contributions to
aµ are (in units of 10�10):

• pseudoscalar exchange: 8 . . .11,
• scalar exchange: �1,
• axialvector exchange: 2,
• pseudoscalar loops: �2.

These numbers are typical for some of the models: the
largest contribution comes from pion exchange, whereas
the other effects are smaller.

Another question is whether the quark loop should be
included as well. In principle, if the hadronic description
were complete in the sense of a spectral representation,
such a term would introduce potential double-counting.
As we will discuss below, Fig. 1 can be also viewed from
a different perspective: each diagram can be identified
with a distinct contribution of a systematic quark-level
decomposition based upon gauge invariance.

The constituent-quark loop result for aµ is known
analytically from the electron loop that appears in the

LbL contribution of QED [20, 30]:
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R f = mµ/m f is here the ratio of muon and quark masses,
and the charges of the quark flavors f = u,d,s are de-
noted by q f . Inserting a constituent-quark mass in the
window m ⇠ 240 . . .280 MeV yields values in the range
a

(QL)
µ ⇠ 6 . . .8⇥10�10.
In the ENJL model the quark loop result is improved

by dressing also the quark-photon vertex. Upon summing
up quark bubbles, the vertex acquires a transverse part
which has a dynamical r�meson pole:

Gµ = igµ � Q
2

Q2 +m
2
V

igµ
T
, (4)

where gµ
T
= T

µn
Q

gn and T
µn

Q
is the transverse projector

T
µn

Q
= d µn � Q

µ
Q

n

Q2 . (5)

It turns out that this additional transverse piece sup-
presses the magnitude of the quark loop, with the result
a

(QL)
µ ⇠ 2⇥10�10 [16, 17]. Hence, the quark loop is again

a small effect, and adding all diagrams in Fig. 1 yields
the QCD prediction for the LbL contribution quoted in
Table 1.

DSE calculation of the quark loop

How can one improve upon these calculations? To
begin with, the quark mass is not a constant because
the dressed quark propagator has a nonperturbatively
enhanced quark mass function:

S0(p) =
�i/p+m

p2 +m2 ! S(p) =
1
A

�i/p+M

p2 +M2 , (6)

where M(p
2) and A(p

2) are momentum-dependent func-
tions. At large spacelike momenta, M(p

2) approaches
the current-quark mass with a logarithmic falloff. At low
momenta the mass function becomes large and can be
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Four-momentum-transfer 
 

 &  beams 

Measure electric Sachs form factor 
 of the proton  

• Fourier transforms of charge distributions:                    

          

Determine proton charge radius:           

             

Measure and calculate elastic and inelastic 
two-photon exchange

Q2 ∈ [0.002,0.08] GeV

ℓ− ℓ+

GE(Q2)

ρE(r) = ∫
dq

(2π)3
GE(q2) e−iqr

⟨r2⟩E = ∫ dr ρE(r) = − 6
d

dQ2
GE(Q2) |Q2=0

T. Engel, 20.09.21 – p.9/15

phenomenology part 1: µp ! µp for MUSE
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Example:  
QED radiative, vacuum polarization 
and hadronic corrections (to be) 
implemented in McMule 

MUSE (MUon proton Scattering Experiment) 

Muon & electron scattering    
                             off the proton @ PSI 

T. Engel, 20.09.21 – p.9/15

phenomenology part 1: µp ! µp for MUSE
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Charged lepton flavour violating (CLFV) decays 

CLFV decays are suppressed in the Standard Model (e.g., ) 
→ observation is a clear sign for New Physics 

PSI experiments at the intersection of precision & intensity frontier 

• SINDRUM:  and Mu3e aims for  

• SINDUM-II:  

• MEG:  and MEG-II aims for  

Precise knowledge of the Standard Model background needed (McMule)

Br[μ → 3e] < 10−54

Br[μ → 3e] < 10−12 Br[μ → 3e] < 10−16

Br[μ−Au → e−Au] < 7 × 10−13

Br[μ → eγ] < 4.2 × 10−13 Br[μ → eγ] < 10−14

Niklaus Berger – Gießen, May 2015 – Slide 15

LFV Muon Decays: Experimental Situation
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(2013)
B(!- Au " e-Au) < 7 $ 10-13 
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(1988)
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LFV Muon Decays: Experimental Situation
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Example:  decay  
SM (top) & New Physics (bottom)

μ → 3e

CONTACT: ADRIAN.SIGNER@PSI.CH, PETER.STOFFER@PSI.CH
Y. Ulrich, 12.02.20 – p.6/13
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Neutron electric  
dipole moment (EDM) 

Combined charge (C), parity (P), and                                                                                     
time-reversal (T) symmetry = CPT symmetry                                                                                         
holds by CPT theorem for all physical phenomena 

Permanent EDM of a fundamental or composite particle 
violates P and T symmetry → CP violation 

CP violation in the SM due to CKM matrix is tiny 

Baryon asymmetry of universe requires more CP violation     
→ New Physics 

Current bound on neutron EDM:  @ PSI 

Best constraints on New Physics 
require control over non-perturbative 
hadronic matrix elements

|dn | < 1.8 × 10−26 e cm

T

E

d

d
P

d
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